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AFFIDAVIT OF ZAHRA TEJPAR 

Affirmed on June 30, 2021 

I, ZAHRA TEJPAR, also known as Zahra Allidina, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of 
Alberta, AFFIRM AND SAY THAT: 

1. I am one of the Respondents in the Originating Application commenced by Thomas H. 

Ferguson for injunctive relief. As such, I have personal knowledge of the facts and matters 
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in this Affidavit except when I say that they are based on information and belief, in which 

case I believe them to be true. 

2. This Affidavit is provided further to my Affidavit sworn April 13, 2021 (the "April Affidavit") 

and my Affidavit sworn May 13, 2021 (the "May Affidavit") and in relation to the following 

Applications: 

(a) This Affidavit is provided in opposition of the Originating Application commenced 

by Thomas H. Ferguson (the "Applicant") in Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta 

Action No. 2101-00793 for injunctive relief; and 

(b) This Affidavit is provided in support of the Cross-Application commenced by myself 

and Respondent, Ali Tejpar ("Ali") in Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta Action No. 

2101-00793 for declaratory relief. 

(collectively, the "Applications"). 

3. Terms which I have not defined in this Affidavit have the same meaning as defined in the 

April Affidavit and the May Affidavit. 

The Setback Measurements 

4. As outlined in my May Affidavit, Ali and I retained Horizon Land Surveys Inc. ("Horizon") 

to survey properties in Plan 3605F0 and prepare a survey report (the "Horizon Report"). 

On June 16, 2021, I was advised by my counsel that they had been served with an Affidavit 

from James Durant (the "Durant Affidavit") by counsel for the Applicant. I reviewed the 

Durant Affidavit when it was received and noted that Mr. Durant also surveyed properties 

in Plan 3605F0 and had reviewed the Horizon Report. 

5. The Durant Affidavit notes that Mr. Durant could not determine from the Horizon Report 

what part of the dwelling house Horizon had measured from. As a result, on June 16, 

2021, I contacted Horizon and requested they clarify the methodology used. In response, 

Horizon advised that the setback had been measured from the foundation of each dwelling 

house to the property line. A copy of the correspondence received from Horizon is 

attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "A". 
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6. From my further review of the Durant Affidavit, I noted that Mr. Durant provided an opinion 

on the industry practice for measuring setbacks. To better understand Mr. Durant's 

description of the industry practice, I contacted Krista Lovse, a professional engineer and 

Alberta land surveyor at Terramatic Technologies Inc. ("Terramatic"). Terramatic had 

previously assisted Ali and I with the subdivision of the Subject Property. 

7. I asked Ms. Lovse what the proper methodology was to calculate a front setback condition. 

Ms. Lovse stated that a front setback was to be calculated from the property line to the 

foundation of a dwelling as the City owned the road which would include any sidewalk. 

Further, Ms. Lovse stated that Part D, Section 8.5 of the Manual of Standard Practice for 

Alberta Surveyors only applies to Real Property Reports, but for surveying purposes the 

front property line should be used. Ms. Lovse advised that this is in part because a road 

surface could easily be changed or altered. A copy of Ms. Lovse's correspondence is 

attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "B". 

8. Once I had received Ms. Lovse's initial description of the industry practice for survey 

measurements, I asked several further questions to confirm my understanding. Ms. Lovse 

provided responses to these questions on June 17, 2021. More particularly, Ms. Lovse 

advised that typically the property line is used as the measurement point for surveys but 

that a document on title may specify that the distance should be measured to the curb. A 

copy of Ms. Lovse's subsequent correspondence is attached hereto and marked as 

Exhibit "C". 

The Applicant's Lack of Information on the Purported Caveat 

9. On approximately February 19, 2021, I had a telephone discussion with Robert Engbloom 

regarding the Subject Property and the Originating Application. I spoke with Mr. Engbloom 

as we have a professional relationship from when I worked at Norton Rose Fulbright LLP. 

During this discussion, Mr. Engbloom and I discussed the factual background to the 

Originating Application. 

10. During this conversation, Mr. Engbloom advised me that as of September 22, 2020, the 

Applicant would not have known where the Purported Caveat had been obtained from or 

that it had been provided by Mr. Engbloom. Further, Mr. Engbloom advised me that at the 

time of the September 22, 2020 meeting and the time of the EPRA's October 8, 2020 
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correspondence, the Applicant was still in the process of researching the Purported 

Caveat to determine its effect. 

11. Further, on September 22, 2020, following the virtual Development Permit Review Meeting 

with the EPRA and other individuals, I sent Ms. Coppus an email to ask if there had been 

further points discussed after Ali and I had been asked to leave the meeting. Ms. Coppus 

responded on September 23, 2020 and advised that there were no new issues raised after 

Ali and I disconnected from the meeting. However, Ms. Coppus advised that the Purported 

Caveat was further discussed and some of the meeting attendees were looking into it 

further. A copy of Ms. Coppus' correspondence is attached hereto and marked as Exhibit 

12. At the time of our conversation, I asked Mr. Engbloom why neither he, Mr. Ferguson, nor 

the EPRA raised the existence of the Purported Caveat during the August 2020 Meeting. 

Mr. Engbloom responded that neither Mr. Ferguson or the EPRA would have been aware 

of the Purported Caveat at that time and stated "we all could have done better". 

13. During this call, I advised Mr. Engbloom of several inappropriate and discriminatory 

comments Ali and I had received from residents of Elbow Park involved in the Applications 

and was emotional while discussing these experiences. Mr. Engbloom apologized on 

behalf of the Elbow Park residents for these comments. 

14. Finally, Mr. Engbloom raised the existence of the Calgary Guidebook for Great 

Communities (the "Guidebook") and advised that residents of Elbow Park were strongly 

opposed to it. Mr. Engbloom advised me that the residents in Elbow Park were under a 

tremendous amount of pressure in relation to the Guidebook and had been exploring ways 

to strengthen their position in opposition of it. Mr. Engbloom advised that the Elbow Park 

community had decided the Purported Caveat was a potential avenue to pursue in 

opposition of the Guidebook. Further, Mr. Engbloom stated that the Elbow Park community 

planned to use the Originating Application as a "test case" for their position and to further 

strengthen their position against the Guidebook. 
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Conclusion 

15. I affirm this Affidavit in opposition of the Applicant's Application for Injunctive Relief in Court 

of Queen's Bench of Alberta Action No. 2101-00793. I also affirm this Affidavit in support 

of a cross-application for declaratory relief in Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta Action 

No. 2101-00793. 

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
on June  SG  , 2021 at Calgary, Alberta. 

Commissioner for Oaths in and for the 
Province of Alberta. 

Rebecca Burnarw 
Student-at-Law 

Zahrdtejp4r 



THIS IS EXHIBIT "A" REFERRED TO IN THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF ZAHRA TEJPAR SWORN 
BEFORE ME THIS 30TH, DAY OF JUNE, 

2021. 

A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND 
FOR ALBERTA 

Rebecca Burnand 
Student-at-Law 



From: Lei Wang <lei@horizonsurveys.ca> 
Sent: June 16, 2021 3:58 PM 
To: ali.l.tejpar@gmail.com 
Cc: 'Zahra Allidina' <zahraallidina@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Elbow Park Front and Rear Setbacks 

Hi Ali, 

Good afternoon. Setback definition is from the foundation to the property line. Thanks. 

Best regards 
Lei Wang 
B.Sc, M.Sc, ALS 
Operation Manager 

Horizon 
Land Surveys Inc. 

Office 403-719-0272 
Fax 403-775-4171 

Suite 103, 6919 32nd Ave NW 
Calgary, Alberta, T3B OK6 

www.horizonsurveys.ca 
lei@horizonsurveys.ca 

The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in message only. It is strictly forbidden to 
share any part of this message with any third party, without a written consent of the sender. If you received this message 
by mistake, please reply to this message and follow with its deletion, so that we can ensure such a mistake does not 
occur in the future. 
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From: ali.l.teipar@gmail.com <ali.l.teipar@gmail.com>
Sent: June 16, 2021 3:39 PM 
To: Lei Wang <lei@horizonsurveys.ca>
Cc: 'Zahra Allidina' <zahraallidina@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Elbow Park Front and Rear Setbacks 

Hi Lei, 

How are you? On the setback measurements that you did, can you let us know how you measured? For example, did 
you measure from the foundation of each home (Part D, section 8.5 of the Manual of Standard for Alberta Surveyors) to 
the property line, or another methodology? Just want to confirm as we need to explain from where to where. There is 
some confusion if the sidewalk was included or not. Some clarification would really help ®. 
Thank you! 

Ali 
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "B" REFERRED TO IN THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF ZAHRA TEJPAR SWORN 
BEFORE ME THIS 30TH, DAY OF JUNE, 

2021. 

r` ,C C ( ,,c),e,e)?/--Vi'Yr() 
A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND 

FOR ALBERTA 

Rebecca Burnand 
Student-at-Law 



 Forwarded message 
From: Krista Lovse <Krista@terramatic.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 16, 2021 at 7:52 PM 
Subject: RE: Question on how to calculate a front setback 
To: Zahra Allidina <zahraallidina@gmail.com>
CC: Ali Tejpar <Ali.l.teipar@gmail.com>

Hello Zahra, 

The front setback would be from the Property Line to the foundation of a dwelling (sometimes to a deck, landing or 
cantilever is required by a municipality rather than the foundation as it is closer to the front property line). The city owns 
the "road" which includes more than just the asphalt and concrete such as if there is a sidewalk. Typically a property line 
is set back into the property from the sidewalk, so even some of the front yard is part of this road area and therefore 
owned by the Municipality. 

In regards to Part D, Section 8.5 — this section only refers to Real Property Report requirements. However the front 
property line is where distances are shown to in surveying, not the road surface, etc. As the road surface, etc can easily 
be changed or altered, whereas a property line needs to have consents and other legal documents such as a registered 
plan completed in order to change. 

I hope this answers your questions. 

Krista Lovse, P. Eng., ALS 
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Terramatic Technologies Inc 

#12, 5080 - 12A Street SE 

Calgary, Alberta T2G 5K9 

Phone: (403) 214-3655 

Fax: (403) 214-1428 

Email: Krista@terramatic.com 

From: Zahra Allidina <zahraallidina@gmail.com>
Sent: June 16, 2021 7:30 PM 
To: Krista Lovse <Krista@terramatic.com>
Cc: Ali Tejpar <Ali.l.tejpar@gmail.com>
Subject: Question on how to calculate a front setback 

Hi Krista, 

I hope you are doing well! We wanted to chat with you about how a front rear setback would be calculated. Here are 
our questions! 

1. Is the calculation of a front setback done from the foundation of a dwelling to the property line? Or is it done from 
the foundation of a dwelling to the road/avenue (meaning the sidewalk is taken into account)? 

2. Is Part D, section 8.5 of the Manual of Standard Practice for Alberta Surveyors typically referred to for methodology 
(does this section provide guidance on how to answer #1?) Or is it industry practice for road measurements to include 
the face of the curb? 

If you have 10 - 15 minutes tomorrow to help us understand how this is measured, we would appreciate it. We could 
jump on a quick call. 

Thanks, as always! 
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "C" REFERRED TO IN THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF ZAHRA TEJPAR SWORN 
BEFORE ME THIS 30TH, DAY OF JUNE, 

2021. 

-12f2ae-t 
A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND 

FOR ALBERTA 

Rebecca Burnand 
Student-at-Law 



 Forwarded message 
From: Krista Lovse <Krista@terramatic.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 17, 2021 at 10:33 AM 
Subject: RE: Question on how to calculate a front setback 
To: Zahra Allidina <zahraallidina@gmail.com>, Ali Tejpar <Ali.l.teipar@gmail.com>

Hello Zahra, 

I have added comments below. 

Krista Lovse, P. Eng., ALS 

Terramatic Technologies Inc 

#12, 5080 - 12A Street SE 

Calgary, Alberta T2G 5K9 

Phone: (403) 214-3655 

Fax: (403) 214-1428 

Email: Krista@terramatic.com 

From: Zahra Allidina <zahraallidina@gmail.com>
Sent: June 16, 2021 7:57 PM 
To: Krista Lovse <Krista@terramatic.com>; Ali Tejpar <Ali.l.teipar@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Question on how to calculate a front setback 



Thank you Krista, that really helps my understanding of this. Please see below for my additional comments just to 
confirm my understanding... 

On Wed, Jun 16, 2021 at 7:52 PM Krista Lovse <Krista@terramatic.com> wrote: 

Hello Zahra, 

The front setback would be from the Property Line to the foundation of a dwelling (sometimes to a deck, landing or 
cantilever is required by a municipality rather than the foundation as it is closer to the front property line). The city 
owns the "road" which includes more than just the asphalt and concrete such as if there is a sidewalk. Typically a 
property line is set back into the property from the sidewalk, so even some of the front yard is part of this road area 
and therefore owned by the Municipality. Ok great this aligns with our understanding as well, and we also 
understood that some of the front yard could also be included in City property. Sounds good. 

In regards to Part D, Section 8.5 — this section only refers to Real Property Report requirements. And this only speaks to 
measuring from the foundation if I understand correctly. Real Property Reports may not be to the foundation. I 
believe each surveyor has the ability to identify on their reports where the measurements are too, whether that is 
foundation or siding, etc. However the front property line is where distances are shown to in surveying, not the road 
surface, etc. Does this mean that in surveying, the property line is used and not to the curb face or road 
surface? Yes, typically property lines are what are dealt with in surveying. Although some documents registered on 
title specifically state distance from the curb and municipalities often require the distance from the property line to the 
back of walks or top of curbs. This is in order for them to review and ensure their requirements are met. I would 
suggest talking to the City of Calgary if you have further questions regarding why they require this information. As the 
road surface, etc can easily be changed or altered, whereas a property line needs to have consents and other legal 
documents such as a registered plan completed in order to change. 

I hope this answers your questions. 

Krista Lovse, P. Eng., ALS 

Terramatic Technologies Inc 

#12, 5080 - 12A Street SE 

Calgary, Alberta T2G 5K9 

Phone: (403) 214-3655 

Fax: (403) 214-1428 

Email: Krista(@terramatic.com 
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From: Zahra Allidina <zahraallidina@gmail.com>
Sent: June 16, 2021 7:30 PM 
To: Krista Lovse <Krista@terramatic.com>
Cc: Ali Tejpar <Ali.l.teipar@gmail.com>
Subject: Question on how to calculate a front setback 

Hi Krista, 

I hope you are doing well! We wanted to chat with you about how a front rear setback would be calculated. Here are 
our questions! 

1. Is the calculation of a front setback done from the foundation of a dwelling to the property line? Or is it done from 
the foundation of a dwelling to the road/avenue (meaning the sidewalk is taken into account)? 

2. Is Part D, section 8.5 of the Manual of Standard Practice for Alberta Surveyors typically referred to for methodology 
(does this section provide guidance on how to answer #1?) Or is it industry practice for road measurements to include 
the face of the curb? 

If you have 10 - 15 minutes tomorrow to help us understand how this is measured, we would appreciate it. We could 
jump on a quick call. 

Thanks, as always! 
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "D" REFERRED TO IN THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF ZAHRA TEJPAR SWORN 

BEFORE ME THIS 30TH, DAY OFJUNE, 2021. 

A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND 
FOR ALBERTA 

Rebecca Burnand 
Student-at-Law 



From: Margo Coppus [mailto:margo@coppus.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:59 AM 
To: Allidina, Zahra <zahra.allidina@esso.ca> 
Subject: Re: Review of your DP application 

External Email - Think Before You Click 

Hi Zahra, 

There were no other issues brought up after you left. There was some more discussion regarding the Caveat and 
it seems some of the attendees are looking into it further. They will contact you with their findings. 

I do hope that you are open to some discussion and that we can come to an agreement regarding amendments to 
your plans. 
I will share my comment letter with you once I have it drafted up. 

Regards, 

Margo Coppus 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 22, 2020, at 10:26 PM, Allidina, Zahra <zahra.allidina@esso.ca> wrote: 

Hi Margo, 

Thank you for setting up this evening's call. We wanted to follow up and see if there any issues 
highlighted after we left the call? If so, perhaps the three of us could chat or if you prefer to email those 
to us instead. 

Talk soon, 
Zahra 

Zahra Allidina 
Imperial Oil Limited 
505 Quarry Park Blvd SE, Calgary AB T2C 5N1 I P5A163 
zahra.allidina@esso.ca P 587.476.1393 
imperialoil.ca I Twitter I YouTube 
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